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MOUNT KAPUTAR SECTION DETAIL

National park 

Major road

Sealed road

Unsealed minor road

Dry weather road

            4WD track  / permit required

Firetrail (Locked gate, walkers/cyclists only)

Walking track

Wheelchair friendly

Picnic area

Toilets

Untreated water supplied

Easy walking track
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KILOMETRES

Medium walking track

Hard walking track

Lookout

Barbecues

Camping fees

Showers

Camping

Camping prohibited

Accommodation

Information

Locked gate

This map gives you a basic overview of 
features and facilities. It does not provide 
detailed information on topography and 
landscape, and may not be suitable for 
some activities. We recommend that you 
buy a topographic map before you go 
exploring.
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WALKING TRACKS

1.  Yulludunida Walking Track –  hard 4km return
This hard walk starts from Green Camp car park and 
climbs up through woodland to the base of the 
Yulludunida 'crater'. From here there are no marked routes 
however experienced walkers can scramble over rocks to 
the summit of Mt Yulludunida. Return the same way.

2.  Mount Coryah Walk - medium 4km return
This bushwalk leads from the Coryah Gap picnic area, up 
the stepped lava terraces of Coryah Mountain to the 
summit. Once you reach the lava teraces, the track 
circumnavigates the summit, revealing the mysterious 
shapes of the Nandewar Range and the wide open plains 
beyond. This is a spectacular walk for day trippers 
wanting a challenge or a great starting point for 
experienced and well prepared hikers to explore Rusden 
Wilderness Area. Not suitable for small children as there 
are exposed cliff edges.

3.  Euglah Rock Track – easy 2km return
This easy stroll leaves from the bottom of the Bark Hut 
camping area. This easy stroll leads to a lookout 
overlooking Euglah Rock, another spectacular volcanic 
remnant.

4.  The Governor (Corrunbral Borawah) – medium 2km 
return
This return track begins at The Governor carpark and 
takes you to the peak of a large volcanic plug. The first 
300m of this walk is sealed and wheel chair accessible to 
The Governor Lookout, overlooking the  wilderness area. 
From here the track continues and walkers can scramble 
up a marked route to the top of The Governor. This part of 
the walk requires medium fitness and is not suitable for 
small children as there are exposed cliff edges.

5.  The Kaputar Plateau Walk – medium 6km loop
This is a medium walk along fire trails that follow part of 
the original ‘pioneer track’ from Coryah Gap to Dawsons 
Spring.  The walk begins at the Kaputar Plateau fire trail, 
2km beyond Bark Hut. Walk down the fire trail, 
experiencing the changes in vegetation with changes in 
altitude. At the junction with Scutts Hut fire trail turn right 
and continue walking along the fire trail until you meet 
Kaputar Road just above Bark Hut. Walk along the road to 
Dawsons Spring or return the way you came.

6.  Scutts Hut – Kurrawonga Falls Walk – hard 19km
This track is the longest walking track in the park and 
should only be attempted by experienced, well prepared 
bushwalkers. The track follows the Scutts Hut Firetrail, 
beginning at the Kaputar Road above Bark Hut and 
continuing down the ridgeline. About 7km down the fire 
trail a steep walking track leads off to the left and down to 
Scutts Hut and Kurrawonga Falls. The return trip to Bark 
Hut is uphill along the same route.

7.  Dawsons Spring Nature Trail – easy 1.4km loop
An easy loop walk from Dawsons Spring picnic area, this 
walk loops through the sub-alpine woodlands to the 
camping area. Interpretation signs along the way help you 
appreciate your surroundings in more depth.

8.  Summit Walking Track – medium 2km return
This return track leads off the Dawsons Spring Nature Trail 
and connects Dawsons Spring with Mount Kaputar 
Summit, the highest point in the park.

9. Eckford Lookout – medium 1.8km return
From Eckford Carpark this easy walk takes you through 
forest and herbfields to Eckfords Lookout, overlooking the 
southern part of the park and the plains beyond. Return 
uphill the same way or link with the Bundabulla Circuit 
walk.

10. Lindsay Rock Tops Walk – easy 2km return
This is a relatively easy walking track with no steep 
sections. You'll walk through snowgum woodland to an 
open rocky lava flow area with magnificent views to the 
south and east. This walk links with the Bundabulla Circuit  
walk.

11. Bundabulla Circuit – medium 3km loop
This self guided walk loops around the Kaputar Plateau, 
starting at the Lindsay Rock Tops walk. The walk traverses 
a variety of alpine environments, such as snow gum 
woodland and tea-tree scrub. Lookouts around the 
plateau provide amazing views of the surrounding plains. 
The walk can also be reached by a loop walk from 
Dawsons Spring camping areas.

12.  Sawn Rocks – easy 1.5km return
An easy walk and boardwalk located in the northern 
section of the park, 35km from Narrabri along the 
Bingara-Narrabri Road. It leads from the carpark to Sawn 
Rocks, one of Australia's best examples of the geological 
formation known as organ-piping.

13.  Waa Gorge – medium 2.5km return
The walk begins at the picnic area and leads to the twin 
waterholes which are significant to the Aboriginal people. 
Their name Mill-Bullah, means 'two eyes'. This medium 
grade walk is 1km return and will take 45 minutes to an 
hour. From here you are entering a wilderness area and 
the track is not  well defined. As you go left around the 
waterholes, climb up the hill and walk along beside the 
creek. From here the track follows the creek bed to the 
gorge. Exploring the gorge further could take a full day 
and should only be attempted by experienced walkers 
equipped with suitable maps and provisions.


